
 

Marketing research: the business function that links an organisation to its markets through the 

generation of information that facilitates optimal solutions to decision problems. Market researchers 

are responsible for obtaining information from the market, then analysing, interpreting and 

communicating it back to marketing managers. 

Value: 
 

- facilitates solutions to problems & drives decisions 

- identifies marketing opportunities and problems 

- generates and evaluates marketing actions 

- monitor marketing performance 

- improve understanding of marketing as a process 

- benefits companies, consumers & society 

STEP 1: DETERMINING THE PROBLEM 

A: Defining the decision problem 
 

Decision problem: a situation in which management has to decide on a course of action that will 

help to accomplish a specific objective; types include i) evaluate the current status of a business ii) 

find ways to seize a business opportunity & iii) find ways to solve a business problem. 

- Determine the decision-makers purpose for research; managers responsibility, validity 

- Understand the complete problem situation; managers & researchers responsibility 

- Identify measureable symptoms; initial problem may be a symptom, need to dig deeper 

- Determine the appropriate unit of analysis; who are we studying? 

- Determine the relevant variables; relevant constructs of the decision problem 

B: Specify the research question 

Decision problem is redefined as a set of research questions; who, what, when, where, why, how? 

Translating a broad marketing problem into specific enquiries 

Decision-problem: what the decision-maker needs to do 

Research question: what specific information is required to address the decision problem 

C: Specifying the research objectives 

Precise statements of what a research project will try to achieve; to determine, achieve & identify 

Translates the research question into a measureable statement 

D: Evaluating the benefits of the expected information 
 

- Need for information; information on hand or further 

- Nature of decision; strategic or tactical importance 

- Availability of data; does adequate data exist or do new data need to be collected 

- Time constraints 

- Resource requirements; availability of marketing resources 

- Costs versus benefits 
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